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Male-on-Male Teasing Not Sexual Harassment 

7/9/2012 By Gregory J. Kamer and Timothy W. Roehrs 

A male oil rig worker who claimed that a male co-worker made numerous sexually offensive comments, teased him and touched him on his buttocks and that his 

supervisors failed to respond adequately to his complaints could not show sexual harassment or retaliation under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and Michigan 

law, the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled.

Harold Wasek worked for Arrow Energy, a business servicing oil wells, as a “derrick hand,” someone who works in the tower of an oil rig. Wasek was assigned to work 

on a four-man crew in Pennsylvania. Paul Ottobre, also on that crew, was alleged to have harassed Wasek while working on the oil rig by touching him in a sexual 

manner, grabbing his buttocks, poking him in the rear with a hammer handle and poking him in the rear with a long sucker rod. 

Ottobre also made the following sexually suggestive comments to Wasek: “You’ve got a pretty mouth,” “Boy, you have pretty lips” and “You know you like it, 

sweetheart.” Ottobre also called Wasek names and told sexually explicit jokes and stories and revealed a purported sexual conquest to Wasek. Wasek believed that 

Ottobre did these things because Ottobre was bisexual. Wasek’s rig boss observed some of the incidents but laughed instead of intervening. He also told Wasek not 

to complain to the Michigan director of operations, Dick Smillie. 

The situation came to a head on Sept. 10 and 11, 2008. On Sept. 10, Ottobre made fun of Wasek as he struggled with heavy equipment on the rig, which resulted in 

Wasek shoving Ottobre and threatening a fight if the teasing continued. Then on Sept. 11, Wasek found his cooler in the dumpster and later discovered that he was 

missing a $100 bill and cigarettes that he had left in a personal storage area. Wasek believed Ottobre was responsible for those actions. Later that night, Wasek 

asked Ottobre for the keys to the crew’s shared truck and Ottobre refused.

Wasek then contacted Smillie, complaining about the truck but also advising of Ottobre’s sexual touching and sexual comments. The director inquired why Wasek did 

not just “kick Ottobre’s ass.” Smillie eventually told Wasek to contact the Pennsylvania director of operations, Bill Strong. Ottobre called Strong and advised him of the 

conduct. Strong’s initial reaction was to chastise Wasek for whining and encourage Wasek to “duke it out” with Ottobre. 

Wasek demanded Strong do something about Ottobre that evening or else he would be “gone by morning.” When Strong said that he would not take action that night 

and was going to wait until the morning, Wasek responded, “No you won’t” and hung up the phone. He then called his wife to pick him up from the job site. Wasek left 

the job site the next day. While Wasek was on his way home, Ottobre left an additional harassing message for him on his cell phone voicemail.

An HR representative contacted Wasek. Wasek advised HR that he did not intend to quit, but said that he did not want to work with Ottobre any longer. Eventually, 

Wasek met with Smillie and the regional advisor, Rob Short. Short told Wasek that Wasek would not be going back to Pennsylvania ever because the staff was upset 

that he left them high and dry. That said, Wasek was advised that he would not be terminated. 

Wasek was eventually assigned to work on a rig in Michigan, a job that would not start for a few weeks. In the meantime, Wasek took employment with another 

company and filed a lawsuit against Arrow Energy alleging hostile work environment and retaliation.

The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s summary judgment ruling in favor of Arrow Energy on both claims. With respect to the hostile work 

environment claim, the 6th Circuit noted, “the conduct of jerks, bullies, and persecutors is simply not actionable … unless they are acting because of the victim’s 

gender.” The court ruled that in a same-sex harassment case such as this one, where there was no evidence that Ottobre was motivated by a general hostility toward 

men, and where the workforce was all male (meaning there could be no evidence showing that Ottobre treated Wasek worse than females on the job site), Wasek 

was required to show that Ottobre was homosexual. The court ruled that Wasek offered no evidence of Ottobre’s sexuality other than pure conjecture.

With respect to the retaliation claim, the court ruled that Wasek had engaged in legally sufficient “protected activity” when he complained about Ottobre’s conduct. 

That was the case because Wasek had a reasonable, good-faith belief that he was being sexually harassed, even if the conduct at issue did not actually meet the 

legal standard for sexual harassment. Wasek’s retaliation claim failed, however, because the adverse actions taken against him, including the ban from working in 

Pennsylvania, occurred, according to the court, not because of his harassment complaints, but because Wasek left the worksite.

Wasek v. Arrow Energy Services Inc., 6th Cir., No. 10-2418 (June 20, 2012).

Professional Pointer: Even if alleged inappropriate conduct may not be sexual harassment under the law, there should be a prompt remedial response to the 

complaint. This claim might have been prevented if the supervisors had responded to the employee’s complaints more appropriately. 

Gregory J. Kamer and Timothy W. Roehrs are attorneys with Kamer Zucker Abbott, the Worklaw Network member firm in Las Vegas.
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